CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: Kyle Ryan
Reviewer: Mark Lovelace
Date: 4/8/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,291

81.97%

GENERAL COMMENTS
While the ownership team has clear experience with licensed and permitted cannabis businesses in California, their
application was rather thin in many areas, generally offering narrative about values and goals and reciting
requirements of law, but providing little in the way of specific policies, procedures or protocols for how those
requirements will be met. Business plan and financials were especially thin.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

640

85.33%

Experience
Ownership 60% Kyle Ryan, 30% Samir Shaw, 10% Scott Kawasaki. Owner info shows Mr. Ryan holds 3 State licenses
and Mr. Kawasaki holds 3 licenses. All of Mr. Ryan's licenses are corroborated, but BCC shows Mr. Kawasaki
associated with 6 licenses (4 distributors, 2 retailers). Application describes broad experience that is supported by
State license data. Mr. Kawasaki has operated cannabis retailers for 10 years in LA and was able to successfully
transition to a licensed and permitted operation.
Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Provided a variety of research and general discussion on the cannabis industry as an apparent means to demonstrate
knowledge. Overall application generally demonstrated good familiarity with the industry and regulatory
requirements.

Ownership Team
Provided clear roles for the 3 owners. Mr. Kawasaki will be in charge of day-to-day operations, retail management,
purchasing, hiring/firing, etc. Mr. Ryan will be in charge of marketing, merchandising, branding and charitable giving.
Mr. Shaw will handle finances, POS, payroll, inventory.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

405

77.14%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Applicants provided a discussion of Standard Operating Procedures that essentially recited State and local
requirements without saying how those requirements would be met.

Financial Plan
Provided a detailed startup budget, but costs appeared to all be rough 'ballpark' figures rather than contractor
estimates. Startup costs REDACTED; First 3 months REDACTED. Provided a 3 year pro forma that only included income and
cost of goods sold for 3 different product types. No other operational costs were identified.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Capital will be provided by an investor named Daniel Govberg, who "sits on the Board of Directors", but no
description of the BOD was provided. Bank statement shows total value of account of REDACTED, though it is
unclear how much is available as cash. No letter from Mr. Govberg affirming that he is making any portion of these
funds available.

Records Software
Will use
REDACTED
policies.

records software and provided a reasonably detailed discussion of record retention

Track-and-Trace
Will use
records software and provided a reasonably detailed discussion of CCTT, METRC and
REDACTED
other track and trace protocols. Much of the discussion recited requirements rather than providing clear policies or
protocols for how they will be met.

State Testing Requirements
Recited requirements and stated intent to comply, but did not provide clear policies or protocols for how
requirements will be met.

Employee Training
Provided a brief description of employee training topics, but did not provide details about the format of the training,
number of hours, materials and methods, who will conduct the training, etc.
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Customer Education
Will provide customer education, but did not provide details of topics, format, methods or materials, etc.

Marketing
Provided a general overview of the cannabis market and some discussion of local consumer demographics, but
offered few specifics of any marketing strategy other than that they will target seniors and will advertise through
various social media platforms such as, Weedmaps, Leafly, Yelp, and Google.

Community Benefits
Designated Kyle Ryan as community relations person and provided phone #. Offered goals for community benefits
but few specifics. Committed to giving
of profits (undefined) to various charities each month, but they were not
specifically listed. Noted that some charities as reluctant to accept donations from cannabis businesses. Will offer a
"competitive living wage, generous compensation program, and ongoing industry training and education" but these
things were not defined.
REDACTED

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

122

81.33%

Exterior Design Concept
Proposed location at
Did not offer a lot of detailed discussion, but provided a series of
REDACTED
architectural interior and exterior renderings of what appears to be an attractive design that is compatible with the
neighborhood. Very little discussion of specific topics or details, other than general goals of being aesthetically
pleasing.
Design Concept Integration
While the proposed design exhibited in the architectural renderings appears attractive, the applicant provided very
little discussion to address this topic in any meaningful way, other than "seamlessly integrating the design of its retail
business into Pasadena’s existing urban fabric and architectural landscape".

Integration of Security Measures
Provided a reasonable discussion of how security measures will be integrated so as to not be overly noticeable.
Provided a full schematic of surveillance camera types and locations and other measures.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Provided a brief discussion of air quality and odor control methods. Did not offer much detail, but identified some of
the equipment that will be used (carbon filters, Smog Hog ionic central air system).
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

124

82.67%

Security Experience
States that a security plan "will be prepared" by
but is only providing an executive
REDACTED
summary due to page constraints. Did not provide background information but the firm appears to be licensed and
provides services specific to the cannabis industry. Included a reasonably detailed discussion of delivery protocols.
Background Checks
All employees will be required to undergo LiveScan background checks, but little detail was provided.

Employee Safety Education
All employees will receive safety training. Will prepare an employee training manual. Plan outlined topics that will be
included, but no actual policies or protocols.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of theft reduction measures, though it was still thin on actual procedures or
protocols.
Cash Management Plan
Provided brief discussion of cash management, but no specific procedures or protocols other than that cash drawers
will be limited to REDACTED
Product Access Protocols
Entire discussion: "Employees who handle cannabis product in order to transfer that product to customers
will be required to check-in and take responsibility for the product they are handling."
Product Deliveries
Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of delivery procedures and protocols.

Security Guards
Provided a detailed discussion of roles, hours, responsibilities and procedures for security guards.

Video Camera Surveillance
Provided a detailed description of video surveillance equipment, locations, protocols, capabilities, video retention,
etc, including a detailed schematic of camera types and locations.
Armored Vehicle
Will use armored cars for cash transport, but no detail was provided.
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Cover Letter
The Pinnacle will offer an environment as unique as its place in history. With a bold style
that blends the traditional aesthetics of Old Pasadena and modernity in its sleek and
technologically sophisticated showroom, there will be something for all of Pasadena’s adult
residents, from the university student to the retired baby boomer in his or her golden years.
The principals of The Pinnacle are Kyle Ryan, Scott Kawasaki, and Samir Shah. All
three are natives of California with a combined twenty years of experience in the cannabis
industry and more than fifteen years of experience in non-cannabis, luxury retail markets. Their
years of experience in operating cannabis dispensaries also means they are prepared to meet
all the industry best standards and practices for employee training, product testing, inventory
tracking and tracing, security, and marketing.
All the members of the Pinnacle team are passionate about providing quality products
and a high level of customer service in an inviting space that is bound to become an essential
part of the community. In addition to its function as a high-end cannabis retail location, the
Pinnacle will serve as a community hub, with a spacious library to inform all members of the
public on the benefits of cannabis and injustices of the war on drugs. The Pinnacle will also
partner with an LA-based activist and artist to highlight Pasadena’s artisans and educators.
With a secured investment of over REDACTED from the WatchBox founder and CEO
Danny Govberg, the team at Pinnacle is confident in their ability to provide a luxurious and
comfortable experience for their customers. They are excited to move forward with their plan to
provide both a world-class, high quality product and excellent customer service to create a
luxury, comfortable and inviting environment that will be a cornerstone in the Pasadena market,
as iconic as the city itself.
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REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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DocuSign Envelope ID: F8A3D937-88A8-4E94-B8F2-C9229AF4FD90

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)

X Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:
Mailing
Address:

Kawasaki

Scott

Last

First

W

Date of birth:

M.I.

REDACTED
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

REDACTED

REDACTED
City

Phone:

REDACTED

State

(323) 718-0020

Email:

Page 1 of 3

ZIP Code

scott@lakush.com
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Title: Manager

Ownership %
Social Security No. REDACTED

Current Employer: California Herbal Remedies

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency: BCC
Description of
business:

License No. C10-18-0000098-TEMP Date Issued: 11/28/2018
Retail

Date Issued: 11/19/2018

Agency: CDPH
Description of
Manufacturing Type 6
business:

License No. CDPH-T00001436

Agency: BCC
Description of
Distribution
business:

License No. C11-18-0000911-TEMP Date Issued: 12/29/2018

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:

Date:

Printed Name:

Page 3 of 3
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Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses

Type of License

License Number

Issued By

Date Issued:

Distribution

C11-18-0000914-TEMP

BCC

12/29/2018

Retail Non-storefront

C9-18-0000114-TEMP

BCC

12/11/2018

Manufacturing Type 7

CDPH-T00001904

CDPH

12/27/2018
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‘The Pinnacle’
City of Pasadena
Commercial Cannabis Retailer Application

Applicant:
License Type:
Leadership Team:

The Pinnacle
Retailer - 10M
Kyle Ryan, Scott Kawasaki, Samir Shah
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The Pinnacle
City of Pasadena Operating and Business Plan

Section 1: Qualifications of Owners / Operators
Experience

3
3

Kyle Ryan

4

Scott Kawasaki

5

Samir Shah

7

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

7

Ownership Team

11

Kyle Ryan

12

Scott Kawasaki

12

Samir Shah

12

Section 2: Business Plan

13

Sub-Section 2A: Operations

13

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

13

Financial Plan

35

Funding and Proof of Capitalization

35

Records Software

36

Track and Trace

38

State Testing Requirements

40

Employee Training

41

Customer Education

42

Marketing

42

Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits

45

Social Equity Considerations

45

The Pinnacle Will Pay Employees a Living Wage and Generous Compensation Package 46
Hiring Practices and Compliance with Local, State, and Federal Non-Discrimination Policies
46
Sub-Section 2C: Product Offerings

47

Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility & Enhancement

49

Design Concept Integration

49

Design Enhancement Features

49

Integration of Security Measures

52

Air Quality and Odor Control

53

Odor Control

53

Section 4: Security Plan

54

Quality of the Security Plan:

54

Integration of Security Measures

54

Background Checks

55

Employee Safety Education

55
1
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Employees will receive Security/Safety Awareness Training
Employee Theft Reduction Measures

55
56

Cash Management Plan

57

Product Access Protocols

57

Checks and Balances

57

Product Deliveries/Receiving

58

Security Guards

58

Security Guard Schedule

59

Security Contracting Company

59

Video Camera Surveillance

60

Armored Vehicle

62

Additional Security Measures as per the Pasadena Ordinance and the State of California
Cannabis Regulations
62
Power Backup for Electronic Security Measures

62

Retail

63

Lobby and Customer Buzz-in Procedure

63

Business Premise Access Plan

63

Notice and Signage

63

Perimeter Security

64

ID Checks

64

Security Lighting

64

Alarms

64

Discrepancy Notification

64

Restrooms

65

Cannabis Waste Management

65

Delivery Security for Retailer Commercial Cannabis Activity

65
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The Pinnacle
City of Pasadena Operating and Business Plan

Section 1: Qualifications of Owners / Operators
Experience
The owners and members that will be directing, controlling, and managing the
day-to-day operations of the Pinnacle are Kyle Ryan, Scott Kawasaki, and Samir Shah.
Together, they bring over 20 years in combined experience in owning, managing and operating
legally permitted cannabis businesses in the state of California in accordance with the industry’s
best standards and practices. They will provide steady guidance and brand leadership based on
their years of operating and managing lawful cannabis dispensaries in order to make Pinnacle a
formidable competitor in the market.
Kyle Ryan
Kyle Ryan is a southern California native, entrepreneur, and father of two. He brings
twenty years of operational and industry experience to the Pinnacle team. Kyle has turned a
passion that started from humble beginnings, with one cannabis plant and a HPS (high pressure
sodium) light, into a lucrative career that has expanded over 8 licensed retail and non-retail
commercial cannabis facilities across the greater Los Angeles area.
In 2016, Kyle founded LA Kush with his partner Scott Kawasaki. LA Kush is a vertically
integrated cannabis flower and vape company, conducting all of its own cultivation, product
manufacturing, and retail. As the founder of LA Kush, Kyle has achieved what so many in this
ever fluctuating industry strive for - a distinct brand identity that reflects Los Angeles’ unique
style and appeals to residents and tourists alike. LA Kush has become a household name in Los
Angeles and the greater cannabis industry. Kyle has extensive experience with cannabis retail
dispensaries. LA Kush products are now sold in over 140 licensed retailers in California, and
have won more than 80 awards, including the honor “strongest strain of the time” for its
Grandfather OG strain, which graced the cover of High Times  in 2017.
Developers of the now iconic “blue box,” LA Kush was one of the first cannabis
companies to place its product inside a glass jar and personal box with the company logo. This
simple innovation instantly added a level of modern sophistication and style found in such fine
retailers as Aesop, Saje, and Kiehl’s. It has become a marketing strategy mimicked by several
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The Pinnacle
City of Pasadena Operating and Business Plan

other cannabis brands and retailers. With an impressive social media following, a website,
merchandise, and award winning quality product, LA Kush has become one of the most
successful cannabis brands in the industry today. Their expansion only continues to grow. With
its opening of a new office in East LA at 5470 Valley Blvd, a staff of over 15, and pursuit of
cannabis licenses for manufacturing and distribution, LA Kush has solidified itself as a staple of
the Los Angeles and wider cannabis market.
Kyle Ryan also holds a commercial cannabis Distributor Temporary License (license
number C11-18-0000562-TEMP) as a sole proprietorship from the California Bureau of
Cannabis Control, which is valid for distributing both adult-use and medicinal cannabis
statewide until July 15, 2019.
Scott Kawasaki
Scott Kawasaki is a Los Angeles native and industry veteran. With a degree in Business
with emphasis in Marketing from California State University Dominguez Hills, Scott brings a
wealth of industry knowledge and qualified experience to the Pinnacle team. Scott has over a
decade of operational experience running several licensed cannabis businesses in the city of
Los Angeles. As co-owner and President of California Herbal Remedies, located at 5470 Valley
Boulevard in East Los Angeles, Scott knows how to run and manage a high quality medicinal
cannabis dispensary, both on the business side and operational side.
A pre-ICO since 2007, California Herbal Remedies prides itself on offering only the best
quality of medicinal cannabis to its patients and has the awards to prove it. It is consistently
listed as one of the top medicinal cannabis dispensaries in California in customer reviews and
online publications. With up to 70 different and exotic strains, California Herbal Remedies offers
one of the widest selections of medical cannabis in southern California. It’s not just the product
that gets rave reviews. With extensive employee training, and high quality customer service
from caring and knowledgeable staff, California Herbal Remedies has become a top rated
destination for patients, residents and cannabis enthusiasts alike.
California Herbal Remedies has been operating for over a decade, fully complying with
the City of Los Angeles’s laws and regulations as they changed and evolved over time,
originally as a medical cannabis collective organized as a non-profit, mutual benefit corporation,
and now as a licensed cannabis retail outlet organized as a domestic stock corporation, serving
both adult-use and medical customers. As of January 30, 2019, California Herbal Remedies,
Inc. is one of 170 businesses that has local authorization from the City of Los Angeles to
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operate a cannabis retail outlet in the City (see list of approved cannabis retail outlets in Los
Angeles at https://cannabis.lacity.org/legal-businesses).
Scott Kawasaki is registered with the California Bureau of Cannabis Control as a
business owner for state cannabis retailer temporary license number C10-18-00000098-TEMP,
for California Herbal Remedies, Inc., valid for both adult-use and medical cannabis sales until
September 24, 2019. As set forth below, in addition to his storefront retail license, Scott is also
a registered owner with the BCC for commercial cannabis distributor and non-storefront retail
licenses based in Los Angeles and Commerce, California.

License

License

Busines

Number

Type

s Owner Information

Structure Address

C11-18-0

Cannabis -

Scott

Corporati

LOS

000911-T

Distributor

kAWASA HERBAL

on

ANGELES,

EMP

Temporary

KI

License

Business Contact

CALIFORNIA

Business Premise

Status

Active

Issue

Expiration

Date

Date

07/27/

12/29/2018

2019

Activities

Adult-Use/
Medicinal

N/A for

BOTH

this

REMEDIES, INC. :

CA

license

Los Angeles Kush

900323530

type

#1 : Email-

County:

scott@lakush.com:

LOS

Phone-

ANGELES

3237180020
C11-18-0

Cannabis -

Scott

Limited

COMMER

000914-T

Distributor

kAWASA LLC : Email-

Liability

CE, CA

EMP

Temporary

KI

Company 900402518

License

Golden Perspective
scott@lakush.com:
Phone-

County:

3237180020

LOS

Active

07/27/

12/29/2018

2019

N/A for

BOTH

this
license
type

ANGELES
C11-18-0

Cannabis -

Scott

Limited

LOS

000878-T

Distributor

kAWASA Email-

Liability

ANGELES,

EMP

Temporary

KI

Company CA

License

ANTRINITY LLC :
scott@lakush.com:
Phone-

900212292

3237180020

County:

Active

07/26/

12/28/2018

2019

N/A for

BOTH

this
license
type

LOS
ANGELES
C11-18-0

Cannabis -

Scott

000879-T

Distributor

kAWASA PHENOMENA LLC : Liability

EMP

Temporary

KI

License

RELATIVE
Email-

Limited

LOS
ANGELES,

Company CA

scott@lakush.com:

900212220

Active

07/26/
2019

12/28/2018

N/A for
this
license
type

County:
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Phone-

LOS

3237180020

ANGELES

C9-18-00

Cannabis -

Scott

Limited

COMMER

00114-TE

Retailer

kAWASA LLC : Email-

Golden Perspective

Liability

CE, CA

MP

Nonstorefr

KI

Company 900402518

scott@lakush.com:

ont

Phone-

County:

Temporary

3237180020

LOS

License

07/09/

12/11/2018

2019

N/A for

BOTH

this
license
type

ANGELES

C10-18-0

Cannabis -

Scott

000098-T

Retailer

kAWASA HERBAL

EMP

Temporary

KI

License

Active

CALIFORNIA

Corporati

5470

on

VALLEY

Active

09/24/
2019

11/28/2018

N/A for

BOTH

this

REMEDIES, INC. :

BLVD LOS

license

Los Angeles Kush

ANGELES,

type

#1 : Email-

CA

scott@lakush.com:

900323530

Phone-

County:

3237180020

LOS
ANGELES

Samir Shah
Samir Shah is also from California, born to a family with 45 years of experience in
owning luxury businesses in the Los Angeles area. As someone who grew up with a childhood
apprenticeship in luxury retail, Samir cares about quality and tradition. He learned the jewelry
and diamond trade from his family. Samir then went on to obtain a bachelor’s degree in Finance
and Economics from NYU. He is also a graduate of the Gemological Institute of America.
On the strength of his prestigious education and experience, Samir has dominated the
jewelry and diamond industry as a nationwide distributor. In 2018, he travelled for nearly 200
days across the U.S. and to Switzerland and India, following up with every step of the retail
distribution process. Over the last 15 years of his distinguished career, Samir has managed
several luxury retailers, including P&S Shah Enterprise, Arnold & Son and its subsidiary
Angelus Watches, Graham Watches, and Berd Vay’e. As the operations leader of these
retailers, he managed inventory systems, directed marketing, tracked imports and exports, and
monitored currency fluctuations pertaining to international business transactions. In August
2018, Samir was named president of Berd Vay’e.
Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Cannabis has been an extremely lucrative pursuit for the 33 states (plus the District of
Columbia) that have pursued legalization thus far. California’s and Pasadena’s experiences will
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be no different. Pasadena has many attributes that make it unique to Southern California,
including a thriving technology sector, world-renowned schools, sophisticated retail and dining
experiences, and a rich cultural history marked with vibrant traditions. The local cannabis
industry should be in line with the City’s high standards and will only thrive with a brand identity
that attracts residents and visitors alike. The Pinnacle’s intended location on 2 East Colorado
Blvd in the Old Pasadena neighborhood places it in a diverse metropolitan area within walking
distance of three metro stops and a variety of retail stores, restaurants, and cafes. The
company’s chosen location will maximize its ability to tap into a steady stream of local consumer
traffic with a Walk Score® of 97/100. This is particularly important since the City is only issuing 6
dispensary permits.
In 2016, North America’s cannabis sales grew to $6.9 billion, an increase of 34% over
2015. In the United States, sales totaled $5.8 billion, or 84% of North America’s spending.1
According to early reports of spending in 2017, cannabis consumers in the United States and
Canada will have spent around $10 billion. By 2021, it is expected that sales in North America
will reach $24.5 billion, a 28% compound annual growth rate.2 Arcview Market Research, which
released these findings, states, “Very few consumer industry categories reach $5 billion in
annual spending and then post anything like 25% compound annual growth across the following
five years. The 20%+ annual growth rate is likely to continue for many years past 2021 as more
states and countries legalize cannabis.”3

1

Arcview Group. “The State of Legal Marijuana Markets” Source: arcviewgroup.com
Hacienda, Terry. $10 Billion: North Americans Marijuana… December 2017. Source:
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/north-americans-spent-10-billion-on-marijuana-in-2017/
3
Arcview Group. “The State of Legal Marijuana Markets” Source: arcviewgroup.com
2
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The following map illustrates the number of states allowing which form of cannabis use.4

The Arcview Group’s CEO Troy Dayton has noted, “Aside from cryptocurrency, there is
simply no other industry changing as rapidly or as unevenly as the cannabis sector. That makes
capturing the data, predicting consumer behavior, and forecasting political developments both
extraordinarily difficult and complicated, and one of the most vital tools for investors,
entrepreneurs, and regulators trying to make sense of it all.”5 The following chart reflects the
growth of legal cannabis sales and overall economic impact of retail sales in the U.S., illustrating
the industry’s potential to contribute up to $44 billion per year to the nation’s economy by 2020.6

4

Governing. State Marijuana Laws in 2017. September 2017. Source:
http://www.governing.com/gov-data/state-marijuana-laws-map-medical-recreational.html
5
Hacienda, Terry. $10 Billion: North Americans Marijuana… December 2017. Source:
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/north-americans-spent-10-billion-on-marijuana-in-2017/
6
Marijuana Business Daily. U.S. Marijuana Industry’s Economic… March 2016. Source:
https://mjbizdaily.com/exclusive-u-s-marijuana-industrys-economic-impact-hit-44b-2020/
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In 2015, sales of medicinal cannabis in California reached $2.7 billion, accounting to
nearly half of all legal cannabis sales in the United States.7 Additionally, BDS Analytics’
GreenEdge point-of-sale tracking service reported that California’s medicinal market is already
as big as the total markets in Colorado, Washington, and Oregon combined.8 According to
market research firm IBISWorld, the West has the highest distribution of revenue versus
population and revenue versus number of growing establishments. This is largely thanks to
California, which has the highest number of cannabis growing business locations in the United
States.9

7

Lovett, Ian. “In California, Marijuana is Smelling More Like Big Business.” The New York Times. April 11,
2016. Source:
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/12/us/in-california-marijuana-is-smelling-more-like-big-business.html
8
Hacienda, Terry. $10 Billion: North Americans Marijuana… December 2017. Source:
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/north-americans-spent-10-billion-on-marijuana-in-2017/
9
 mitry Diment. Medical & Recreational marijuana Growing in the US. September 2016. Source: http://ibisworld.com
D
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The Pinnacle will operate within the $8.1 billion Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores
industry, which has shown tremendous growth over the last five years due to the increased
adoption and legalization of cannabis products across the country and the world. As more states
legalize, the industry experiences a boost in revenue and operators. In Washington and
Colorado, the legalization of the plant and opening of the first stores led to a 70.5% growth in
revenue. In the next five years, the industry will continue to grow at a strong rate as more states
choose to legalize cannabis in the face of rising demand. Increased demand and higher
disposable income will widen profit margins for industry operators.
The following graphics project the growth of the Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores
10

industry through 2022:

Ownership Team
The ownership team of the Pinnacle that will have a direct involvement in the day-to-day
operations of the business are Kyle Ryan, Scott Kawasaki, and Samir Shah.

10

Dmitry Diment. Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores in the US. September 2016. Source: http://ibisworld.com
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Kyle Ryan
Kyle will be managing the Pinnacle’s marketing, advertising, merchandise, and branding
of the business. He will implement a marketing strategy that will give the Pinnacle a distinct
brand identity unique to the Pasadena lifestyle that will become a new local favorite. He will
track sales and profits generated from various media and advertising outlets as in compliance
with all local and state laws. He will be the contact and coordinator in the Pinnacle’s charitable
contributions and involvement with the nonprofit organizations.
Scott Kawasaki
Scott will manage the day-to-day operations of running the retail facility of the Pinnacle.
Scott will manage the hiring and firing and training of employees, maintain the track and trace
software, oversee the procurement of product, maintain accurate records, and ensure the
operations are in compliance with all local and state laws.
Samir Shah
Samir will handle all the financial aspects of the business’ daily operations in addition to serving
as a manager of operations. His focus will be on generating and increasing sales and revenue
of the business as well as managing purchasing, sales, cash in, cash out, payroll, vendor
payment, and operating the point of sale system for inventory. Samir will also direct payment for
the marketing component of the business, making sure the advertisers are paid and the
marketing strategy is at its most profitable. As someone will over a decade of experience in
managing several high-end retail brands - often at the same time - Samir is the best person to
establish and maintain Pinnacle’s financial system of operations.

Section 2: Business Plan
Through the implementation of standard operating procedures including extensive
employee training and state of the art track and trace systems, a clear and distinct marketing
strategy, and start up capital in excess of

REDACTED

the Pinnacle will have a operation that meets

and exceeds Pasadena’s and California’s standards for operation of a retail dispensary.
As a new operation, the funding we have currently raised is adequate to cover our Year
1 costs, and any subsequent investment will provide us with additional runway. We will deploy
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our funding to maximize growth and profitability, establish our brand identity, and build a secure
foundation for our next five to ten years of operation.
With a storefront, it is essential to have customer traffic from day 1, and we will ensure
this by launching a coordinated marketing strategy across multiple platforms and channels, as
well as engaging press that has covered our founders previously, and building social media
buzz well in advance of launch day.

Sub-Section 2A: Operations

REDACTED

11

California Code of Regulations Title 16, Division 42, §5025-5026.
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REDACTED
Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits
1.

Community benefit is central to our values and Pasadena, and we would only want to

open a store that enhances the neighborhood and community. The Pinnacle understands that
the criminalization of cannabis has been harmful to society in general, and particularly in low
income areas that have an unusually high rate of cannabis convictions, as well as to sick
patients who often went without the benefits of cannabis or faced criminal charges relating to
cultivation, possession and use of the same. The Pinnacle seeks to ensure that persons most
harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty are able to benefit from cannabis legalization.
The Pinnacle intends to purchase products from cultivators and manufacturers located in
census tracts with income and poverty levels below state averages.
The Pinnacle will implement hiring practices that seek to employ persons in low income
areas and minority groups. Employees will be offered a competitive living wage, generous
compensation program, and ongoing industry training and education. All Pinnacle employees
will be given a high-quality compensation package, including a salary that is above the State
minimum and City living wage, health insurance, other insurance options, a retirement plan, and
paid leave.
Employees will be eligible for full benefits after the standard 90 day probation period.
After the probation period, employees will be provided with health, dental and vision insurance.
In addition to that, there will be additional perks given to employees for every additional year
that they decide to stay on board. Some examples of these perquisites are extra vacation days
and bonuses.
The Pinnacle will provide employees with extensive training and ongoing education in
industry best practices and standards. The Pinnacle will reach out to different communities in
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Pasadena such as the LGBTQ community, representatives from different cultural groups,
non-profits, etc. and attend job fairs to promote employment opportunities. The Pinnacle will
make a sustained effort to seek employees from, and advertise positions to, veterans, the
LGBTQ community, women, and communities disproportionately impacted by prior cannabis
laws.
The Pinnacle will be making anonymous, in-kind donations of food, personal care items,
clothing, toys and games, and baby supplies to homeless shelters in Pasadena, such as Union
Station Homeless Services, A Meaningful Goal Housing Shelter, and HPRP Pasadena
Homeless Services. will use the Homeless Shelter Directory to identify and choose a new
homeless shelter each month.
2.

Charity should always go hand and hand with business. Our goal is to help those in

need. In line with our values, and in an effort to support the local economy and community, the
Pinnacle will donate to the city of Pasadena organizations that support youth programs, senior
centers, and hospices to improve the quality of life for the community.
The Pinnacle is committed to allocating six percent (6%) of its profits each month directly
to the community of Pasadena through charitable giving in an effort to make Pasadena a better
place. The Pinnacle will donate to youth groups in the community such as, the Mentoring and
Partnership for Youth Development (MPYD). A youth development program for young men in
high school, offering mentorship and educational assistance to teach life skills and improvement
for at risk kids in the city of Pasadena. The MPYD is a vital organization and fits in with the
Pinnacle’s ethos to provide support to young men where other resources may be lacking. Many
of the graduates go on to college at credible institutions such as UCLA, USC, and Stanford. The
Pinnacle will make regular contributions to the MPYD and hope to one day be a sponsor of this
noteworthy organization.
Advocacy is central to the Pinnacle’s business model and believe real change is
stimulated through activism. In an effort to not only satisfy the city’s requirements, but to give
back to beyond charitable donations, the Pinnacle aimed to get involved personally.
Representatives of the Pinnacle visited several nonprofit organizations and local community
groups in Pasadena and encountered some disheartening yet, illuminating results.
The issue for nonprofit organizations, especially those that hold a 501(c)(3) status,
receive federal funding to run the operations of the organization. Cannabis being federally illegal
at this time, and with several debates across the spectrum, the Board of Directors have denied
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any involvement with anything affiliated with cannabis. By the advice of their legal team, the risk
is too high for their 501(c)(3) status with the IRS.
The narrative was echoed by several nonprofit organizations and community groups
across the city of Pasadena to the dismay of the Pinnacle and the organizations. Several of the
program directors were on board with getting involved and even expressed their frustration to
city council for their inability to get involved.
The legalization of cannabis is the perfect platform to not only boost the local economy,
but to support those most affected by the criminalization of cannabis and give back to the
community. The Pinnacle made several relationships that should things change in the future,
they would be more than happy to get involved.
That being said, the Pinnacle in contact and in initial communication with Day One, and
the Pasadena Senior Center. Day One is a community-based nonprofit organization in
Pasadena that has provided youth drug prevention and outreach programs since 1987. Day
One is the perfect partner for the cannabis industry. The Pinnacle would provide speakers and
outreach programs to teach drug prevention and education. Although they could commit to
anything at this time, they are open to communicating with the Pinnacle upon receiving the
license and are in full compliance all local and state laws.
The Pasadena Senior Center is a treasure for seniors in Pasadena, offering programs
for health, and support and improve all aspects of their lives, socially, physically, and mentally.
As it has been demonstrated throughout this application, seniors are a growing consumer of
cannabis primarily for medicinal purposes. The Pinnacle are in initial communication with the
Pasadena Senior Center however, it is a 501(c)(3) so nothing can be confirmed at this time.
Jeffrey Sklan
Jeffrey Sklan is a photographer, social activist, and artist. A California native, and
attorney by day, his real passion is in combining art with social activism. His work has been
showcased at several exhibits across the nation including ELEGY, Gabba Gallery, and
PhotoLA. A portion of the sales has gone to support victims of gun violence including the
Manchester City and Parkland shootings. After the death of a personal friend’s son due to hate
crime violence, Jeffrey set up a memorial fund for a scholarship in the name of the victim. He
work and personal passion is driven by the need to promote change and peace throughout the
world. He has collaborated with artists such as teachr1 and has been featured in Riot Material, a
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social platform that showcases all types of art for the promotion of civil rights, political issues,
and social activism.
The Pinnacle is going to collaborate with Jeffrey Sklan to showcase and sell his art. The
funds received from the sale of Jeffrey Sklan’s art will continue to support not only his own
charitable contributions, but also the local community where the money can do the most good.
Additionally, the Pinnacle plans to provide financial assistance to and promote the
events and activities of the Armory Center for the Arts in Pasadena,50 which is is the region’s
leading independent institution for contemporary art exhibitions and community arts education.

50

https://www.armoryarts.org/about-us/
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3. The Pinnacle will support the local economy by securing services in and around Pasadena.
We will use local electricians, plumbers, painters, construction workers, etc. to do the
construction, build, and maintenance in and around the retail space. We will furnish the space
with local retailers such as

REDACTED

Additionally, inside the

dispensary, the Pinnacle will feature artwork for display and sale from featured local street
artists (Retina, Risk, Defer) and other Pasadena featured artists. Jeffrey Sklan51 will be the
curator for the photography and art.

51

https://www.jeffreysklanphotography.com
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REDACTED

Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility & Enhancement
The Pinnacle’s exterior design concept will be focused on how the business can
enhance and fit in with the surrounding community, with the aim of boasting a design that is
seamlessly integrated into the existing urban fabric and reflect the City’s tradition of hosting
some of the state’s most beautiful architecture.
In addition to being an aesthetically pleasing structure in its own right, the Pinnacle’s
property will be designed with consideration of the character and scale of the existing
development in the vicinity. Every possible effort will be taken to ensure that the business’
architectural features, color, and materials all align appropriately with the property’s
surroundings.

Design Concept Integration
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The Pinnacle recognizes that Pasadena’s rich architectural heritage is part of what
makes Pasadena such an amazing and romantic City. Filled with beautiful structures, there are
a number of architectural styles found throughout the city including Rancho, Beaux-Arts
Classicism, Spanish Revival, Victorian, Mission Revival and Craftsman.
The Pinnacle understands that Pasadena has some of the best architecture in Southern
California and has never stopped building beautiful buildings and is committed to seamlessly
integrating the design of its retail business into Pasadena’s existing urban fabric and
architectural landscape.
To ensure this is the case, The Pinnacle is engaging designer REDACTED to help them
with a design concept that will fit into any of the City’s Council Districts, depending on where
The Pinnacle secures a viable business location. Once the business location is selected, The
Pinnacle will engage their designer to further tweak their design concept in order to achieve
precision in creating a business that will enhance the urban fabric and architectural landscape of
its immediate surroundings, the Council District, and Pasadena at large. In order to achieve a
win for the City, The Pinnacle will actively seek input from the City’s community planning and
development departments as necessary.

Exterior Design Concept
Below are renderings of the proposed interior & exterior design for the Pinnacle business
site:
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REDACTED

Design Enhancement Features

The design of The Pinnacle’s retail storefront and showroom will project cleanliness, contribute
to a relaxed but professional and tasteful ambience, deliver a premium in-store experience, and
be ADA compliant (comply with access to the built environment for persons with disabilities).
The Pinnacle’s floor plan that allows easy access and navigation of the physical space, ensuring
a well-ventilated area, well-lit and accented with natural light as well as targeted lighting for
product display and visibility.

Cannabis Education - It is important that The Pinnacle be able to effectively and efficiently
provide its customers, and particularly the uninitiated, with all relevant product information. To
that end, The Pinnacle will display products in a manner that helps customers quickly and easily
visually identify products and examine them. For instance, The Pinnacle will display flower
products in glass jars that can be easily opened to give customers a chance to smell and look at
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the nugs to help them make a selection. Touch-Screen menu displays will also help customers
to privately and conveniently browse the current inventory and compare prices.

REDACTED
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Digital and other Signage – The Pinnacle will incorporate digital signage to remind consumers of
important rules of thumb when consuming cannabis, such as not to drive high, and how long
edibles can typically take to kick in (to prevent overconsumption). Such digital and other signage
will meet the following criteria:
❖ The Pinnacle’s business identification signage will conform to all requirements of the
Pasadena Municipal Code, including, but not limited to, issuance of a City of Pasadena
sign permit
❖ The business identification signage shall be limited to that needed for identification of the
business only, and will not contain any logos or information that identifies, advertises, or
lists the services or products offered at its retail business. Nor will The Pinnacle engage
any person to hold signs and advertise the business to passersby.
❖ There will be no obstruction of any entrance or exit to the building, or any window by
reason of posted signage.
❖ Each entrance will be visibly posted with a clear and legible notice indicating that
smoking, ingesting, or otherwise consuming cannabis on the premises or in areas
adjacent to the commercial cannabis business is prohibited.
❖ Signage will not be directly illuminated, internally or externally. No banners, flags or other
prohibited sings nay be used at any time.
❖ The Pinnacle will not utilize any billboard (whether fixed or mobile), bus shelter, placard,
aircraft, or other similar forms of advertising anywhere in the state.
❖ The Pinnacle will display the original copy of the commercial cannabis permit issued by
the City and the City issued business license will be posted inside the commercial
cannabis business in a location readily visible to the public.
The Pinnacle will display no cannabis products or graphics depicting cannabis on the exterior of
its Retail storefront. Nor will cannabis products be visible from the exterior of its business – nor
will product be contained in any outdoor storage. Nor will The Pinnacle’s vehicles display or
render visible its cannabis products or display any cannabis graphics.
Environmental Sustainability - Central to Our Design & Our Brand
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All modern businesses should be committed to environmental sustainability and The
Pinnacle is no exception. Our commitment to sustainability will contribute to our competitive
advantage by appealing to modern-day, environmentally conscious consumers. Our store
design will reflect this commitment by allowing for maximum natural light in the store and a
reduced reliance on artificial light. Green design is essential not only to our operations, but also
to the aesthetic experience our store will provide. Through our design and our environmental
sustainability commitments, we will strengthen our association with conscious consumption.
The Pinnacle will explore the use of sustainability methods such as:
●
●
●

●
●
●

Daylighting: effectively using natural light via windows, skylights, mirrors, and other
design features, lessening the need for electric lighting during the day
Sourcing from organic suppliers who use sustainable farming methods (mixed-light and
sun-grown flower)
Use of reusable, renewable, or recyclable building materials, such as bamboo, straw,
dimension stone, recycled stone or metal, self-healing concrete, etc. for store
construction and design
Cleaning products that are all-natural and emit fewer volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
into the air
A properly designed ventilation system to reduce VOCs, moisture, allergens and more in
the facility’s air.
A properly designed building envelope that effectively separates the conditioned and
unconditioned environment of the building, reducing energy requirements attributed to
poor insulation, moisture buildup and heat loss

Through these efforts, the The Pinnacle aims to minimize its environmental impact while
improving its consumer’s retail experience

Integration of Security Measures
All of The Pinnacle’s security measures will be coordinated with a professional security
advisor who will customize a security plan for The Pinnacle’s specific business location. All
security measures will be considered in light of the overall design and concept of The Pinnacle’s
retail business for which a professional designer has been engaged. All components of The
Pinnacles security plan will be integrated to enhance its overall design concept so as not to be
overly noticeable by customers or the public any of the following security measures employed
will be taking in accordance with, but not limited to the following integration concepts:
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Window Fortification – Assuming the retail business storefront features windows, The Pinnacle
will take advantage of REDACTEDthat will neither draw attention from the public or be obvious
to customers, but will make it more difficult for the windows to be exploited by would-be
criminals. If for some reason the use of REDACTED is not indicated for the business location,
any

so as to

REDACTED

mitigate their conspicuous nature.
Surveillance Cameras – Storefront security will be strengthened by the

REDACTED

the presence of such cameras will
help to deter criminals and burglars from compromising The Pinnacle’s business.
Product Showcase – All cannabis and cannabis products will be stored in secured and locked
display cases in a manner as to prevent diversion, theft and loss. Such displays will be visually
integrated into the overall design concept
Alarm System – There will be a professionally installed, maintained and monitored alarm system
featuring

all of which will be fully integrated into

REDACTED

the business’s overall design so as to make the system discreetly aesthetic.

Air Quality and Odor Control

Odor Control
The Pinnacle will incorporate odor control devices and techniques to ensure that odors
from cannabis are not detectable off-site. Our retail location will feature a sufficient odor
absorbing ventilation and exhaust system acceptable to the the City of Pasadena so that odor
generated inside the business that is distinctive to its operation is not detected outside the
business, anywhere on adjacent property or public rights-of-way, on or about the exterior or
interior common area walkways, hallways, breezeways, foyers, lobby areas, or any other areas
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available for use by common tenants or the visiting public, or within any other unit located inside
the same building as the business, whatever the case may be.
In accordance with the above, The Pinnacle will install and maintain an exhaust air
filtration system with odor control that prevents internal odors from being emitted externally and
an air system that creates negative air pressure between The Pinnacle’s retail business interior
and exterior so that the odors are generated inside the business are not detected on the
outside.
The Pinnacle will install a ventilation and exhaust system that will prevent any odors from
being detectable outside the business before its operation begins. The Pinnacle will leverage all
available technologies and devices to ensure that there is no detectable odor outside the facility.
The Pinnacle will maintain records of any odor complaints received and response
actions thereto. The Pinnacle will also maintain records relating to odor management, including
system installation, maintenance, equipment malfunctions, if any, and deviations from Odor
Management Plan. Additionally, The Pinnacle will update its Odor Management Plan within 30
days of any facility modification.

Section 4: Security Plan

REDACTED
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